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Session notes

Please help take notes on etherpad!

https://etherpad.openstack.org/p/Device_Tree

Notes will be available afterwards at:
- linux plumbers conference site???
- https://elinux.org/Device_tree_future#Linux_Plumbers_2018
Agenda

https://linuxplumbersconf.org/event/2/timetable/?view=lpc

Schedule is flexible

09:00 Welcome
09:10 Q&A #1 + General Discussion
09:25 Json-schema for DT bindings and validation (Rob)
10:15 DT memory: kernel, bootloader, FDT (Frank, Simon)
10:30 Break
10:50 Q&A #2 + General Discussion
11:10 New FDT format & Overlays (Frank, maybe Simon)
11:40 FPGA + DT (Alan, Moritz)
12:10 Summary, Action items
12:30 Lunch